
Internal meeting minutes #13  

 

Date 27th July 2017 

Time 2200 - 2300 

Mode & Venue Online 

Attendees Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi, Alicia, Ling Wei 

Agenda - Weekly update on each other progress 
- Discussion on how to value add charts for content section of 

the dashboard. 

Meeting 
minutes 

Au Ling Wei 

What I have done 

Added chart for group, content and shifted charts from overview to 

group section. 

 

What I intend to do 

Continue with development of frontend 

 

What I need help with 

For content section, for comments and posts graph, we can do 

“Timing through this week”. 

 

 

Lim Xin Yi 

What I have done 

- Transfer documents from google drive to wiki page 

- Test cases for chatbots 

 

What I intend to do 

Help out in wiki page for formatting as well as tidying up wiki structure 

and content. 

 

What I need help with 

- Tried uploading pics on wiki but wiki page does not display the 

pictures. Need someone else to try uploading for her. 

- Mocha still doesn’t work after reinstalling 

 

Tay Wen Li 

What I have done 

Endpoints for overall claim/active rate across all agencies: 

https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/claim_rate 

https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/active_rate 

 

Endpoints for claim/active rate for specific agency: 

/agency/{agencyName}/claim_rate 

https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/claim_rate
https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/claim_rate


/agency/{agencyName}/active_rate 

 

Current available agencyName in our database - smu or psd 

E.g.  

https://staging-crunchy-

ravenous.herokuapp.com/agency/smu/claim_rate 

https://staging-crunchy-

ravenous.herokuapp.com/agency/psd/active_rate 

 

What I intend to do 

- Continue with creating subsequent endpoints for dashboard 

What I need help with 

- Nil 

 

 
 

The sponsor has voiced out that these two graphs in the reporting 

dashboard serve little insights to them and they would like to see 

alternative graph designs that provide them with more insights. 

 

After much discussion, the team has decided to propose a new graph 

with the following axis. 

https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/claim_rate
https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/claim_rate
https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/claim_rate
https://staging-crunchy-ravenous.herokuapp.com/claim_rate


 
The team will then contact the sponsor and share the picture with 

them to ask for feedback. 

 

To-do-list - Contact sponsor and propose change to them 
- Timothy to help Xin Yi with Mocha 
- Ling Wei to help Xin Yi with Wiki 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 2300. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 

are no amendments in the next day.  

 

Prepared by 

Tay Wen Li 

 

Vetted and edited by 

Lim Xin Yi 

 


